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1654 AC. The Caribbean. A place of opportunities and mysteries. Take a role of Charles de Maure - a young French noble who
arrived to the New World to assist his brother. What seemed to be a simple family matter, turned into a lifelong adventure. This
is a story of the noble idler who became the most powerful man of the Caribbean. Riches, titles, power, romance - the ultimate
booty awaits, it is up to you how to get it all. Become a pirate and terrorize the archipelago, take prizes in the sea and plunder
cities. Or try to keep hands mostly clean - trade both goods and information, work for the state and help the folk. Get a ship,

arm yourself, gather a crew of your dream and find love. The New World is way too vast, too dangerous to explore it alone and
there are always consequences for the choices you make!

Key Features

Naval warfare, both challenging and rewarding

Self-reliant and replayable story mode (over 70 hours of gameplay)

Remastered in-game art and improved visuals (textures, models etc.)

Challenging AI, crafting, trading, fighting, gambling

Freeplay mode, endless as an ocean

Hundreds of items and weapons
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sea dogs to each his own - pirate open world rpg скачать. sea dogs to each his own - pirate open world rpg. sea dogs to each his
own - pirate open world rpg gameplay

I mean it's alright, but Sea Dogs 2 and Age of Pirates were both far greater.. I really wanted to like this game and recommend it.

This game is difficult and not in a fair way. The game does not explain its mechanics very well making the combat system very
frustrating.
- You have very limited time to complete quests (and unless you're using mods to slow down time, you may fail a lot of quests
on your first play through).
- Enemy ships that spawn and pursue you may be way higher level than you. I encountered several enemy pirates sailing in
groups of 2 or 3 ships in heavy galleons (class 3 or 2?) while I'm sailing in the lugger (class 5) I got at the start of the game.
- When boarding an enemy ship, the enemy soldiers you fight may have a lot or a little HP. I don't really understand what
determines the amount of HP they have (perhaps the amount of crew they have before boarding?).
- Cannons have very bad aim. Every time I fire my cannons, the cannon balls fly in every direction but straight to where the
cannons are aimed.

Those are the main problems that I had. Unfortunately their are many more problems including the stories and quests,
text\/subtitles, and technical related issues.

It seemed the developers wanted to create a very realistic game about pirates but unfortunately the frustrating game mechanics
and combat system has ruined the experience for me.

If you're looking for a good, solid Pirate Open World RPG, I recommend 2004 Sid Meier's Pirates.
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